N ETWORK SECURITY is an extremely important issue for any medical institution. Not only is proprietary information at stake but confidential patient information is potentially at risk of exposure through an improperly maintained network. Minimizing these risks should be a high priority for everyone who uses the network.
operating system completely rebuilt from known good files. Although losing the use of the mail server might seem to be a minor annoyance, it had a variety of serious consequences on the normal functioning of the department. Researchers who used e-mail as a major link to their collaborators and colleagues had to use other slower or more expensive means to keep information current. Our department administrator, who uses e-mail as a large part of his management strategy, found it difficult to maintain a consistent flow of information and instructions to the large number of people he manages. Furthermore, without what we call the "cc: psychology" (where the tone of a message can be set more by who else gets it than by the actual content), stress increased throughout the department as normal politics became more difficult to navigate.
Next we will discuss proper use and configuration of popular networked operating systems including MacOS, Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows NT, Unix, and NetWare for proper network security, and the roles of system administrators and users in maintaining that security. We will talk about system configuration files, their locations and proper setup, and system logging (including secure remote logging). We will demonstrate how to review system logs and present program scripts (Unix) which can be used, in conjunction with log review, for detection of suspicious activity.
By the end of this tutorial, participants will understand what kinds of conditions put their network at risk from attack, including improper configuration of servers and workstations, inappropriate use of limited operating systems such as MacOS, Windows 3.1 and Windows 95, insufficient monitoring of logs and usage by system administrators, and lackadaisical attitudes of some users. Participants will also know where to tum for information on current hacker activities and where to get the most current patches for their operating systems to fend off those attacks.
